
Forever Twist Lariat     
 
This design show the classic way Venetians 
make Jewelry. It makes for a neatly 
finished piece. 
. 
SKILL LEVEL:  Beginner  

Components  
1 F-PW-INFINITY-AS Infinity Link 
20 “ F-PF-CHROL22-SP Rolo Chain 
3 F-SS-JRO28-5 Jump Rings 
1 F-SS-CL-LOBSWR-105 Lobster Clasp 
2 SPKL-FOG-20-T-ZEB16 Sparkle Twist 
2 F-PW-SPC-5COIL-AS Coil Beads 
1 F-SS-HP212-24 SF Headpin 2In 

 
Alternatives: 
 Use any of our authentic Murano 
Glass Beads as your pendant.  
 Make in a Gold Tone. 
 
Instructions: 
Step 1. For an ~20 Inch Necklace. Begin 
by cutting your chain into two pieces, the 
shorted side, with the infinity loop, 9 Inches. The longer side 11 inches will be the side where you wire wrap your 
pendant bead. 
Step 2.With one of the jump rings, securely attach the short chain to the infinity loop. On the opposite end, attach 
the clasp with a second jump ring. The Swivel Clasp allows for the chain to stay straight. 
Step 3 Pendant: Insert the headpin through first the 5mm coil bead, your Venetian Bead and the Coil Bead again. 
Wire Wrap this directly through one end of the other piece of chain, alleviating the need for a jump ring.. 
Step 4. Slide the loose end of chain through the Infinity Loop with the pendant bead dangling as shown. Add the 
final jump ring to the loose end as a ring for the Clasp. . 
 
Tools: 
Side Cutter, Wire Wrapping Pliers 
 
Tips: 
The necklace can be lengthened in the same proportions as the initial directions. Or just add 1 inch to each side and 
you will have a 22 Inch Necklace. 
If you want to keep the length of the lariat fixed, take a jump ring and attach it at the place you want it to stay, 
through the chain and around the infinity loop. 
Make matching Earrings by duplicating the pendant and adding to an earwire. 
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